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[fA.'n:~: Objective]

Choose the correct answer from the following: 1X20=20

1. A sequence {In} of functions is said to converge uniformly on X to a function I if
for every e > 0, we have

a. I{n(x) + f(x) \ > e

Db. I[nex) + f(x) I < e
c. I[n(x) - lex) I < ~
d. None of these

2. Let (X, d) be a metric space and s={snJ be a sequence in X. Then s is said to be a
.......................... in X iff for every e > 0, there exists a positive integer mrs)

such that p ~ mCt:)& n ;:::met:) => d( sp,sn) < t:

D a. Monotonic sequence b. Cauchy sequence
c. Convergent sequence d. Divergent sequence

3. A sequence {frJ of real valued functions defined on a metric space X is said to be
uniformly bounded on X if

a. ()~"lCx)1= .'of

Db. I/n(:4)1> M
c. If1!(.~)1< M
d. Iln(x)1 = 0
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b. converge uniformly
d. None of theseD a. diverge uniformly

c. both of these

5 1/. Let fn ex) = x /n for x E [0,1]. Then
a. 1imI'H:efn(x) exists for all x E [0,1].

Db. (lnJ converges uniformly on [0,1]
c. linln...,,,,fn(x) defines a continuous function on x E [0,1]-
d. limn ...•"'fn(x) = ° for all x E [0,1]-

6. The series t'.Jl _1._
Lm= 1n(n +1)

D a. Does not converge
c. Converges to 2

b. Converges to 1
d. None of these

7. The function f(x) = :..r > 0 is
JI

a. continuous but not uniformly continuous.
b. uniformly continuous but not continuous.
c. neither continuous nor uniformly continuous.
d. discontinuous everywhere.

8. In properties of Lebesgue integral for bounded measurable function f on [a.b] r if
AK is a finite or infinite sequene of disjoint measurable subsets of [a.b] whose union
A has finite measure, then

a. ff=O
c. If = 1

b. f f = 2: f f
d. If = -2:d f

9. If f is Lebesgue integrable, then

a. If: fl ~ I:lfI b·lf:fl ~- J:lfl
c. f:lfl ~ If:r d·II:fl < J:lf

10. Every upper Riemann integral is every upper Lebesgue integral.
a. equal to b. greater than or equal to
c. less than or equal to d. less than

11. If f is a function of bounded variation, then iJl is also a function of bounded
variation if for a positive integer k, _

a. Ifex)\ ~ k
b. If(.x) I ~ k
c. 11(:x)I = k
d. 1f(!~)1<: k

12. Let rex) = sinx, then the total variation of { in [O,;r /2) is
a. a b.1
c. 2 d.3

13. Which of the following statement is true?
a. A bounded monotonic function is a function of bounded variation.
b. If f is a function of bounded variation on [a, b), then it is not a function of

bounded variation on [a, r] and [e, b=.
c. The product of two functions of bounded variation is not necessarily a

function of bounded variation.
d. All of the above.

14. If f is R-S integrable in [~, bo] r then which of the following is true

a. f: fda > f; fda

b. I:{da < I: fde<
b rbc. Ia {da ;;;Jg, fda

d. None of these
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15. J~x2c:XZ will be equal to
a. 2

Db.4
c. 6
d. 8
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16. If f is a function of bounded variation in [tI, b]. then
a. V(f; n..b) ~ If(a) - f(b)1 with respect to the partition {a, b}

Db. vu. a, b) ~ If(a) - f(b)1 with respect to the partition fa. b}
c. \lCf; (1, b) 2::If(o) - f(R)1 with respect to the partition {el. oJ
d. V(f; a, b) ~ If(b) - fea)1 with respect to the partition {a, b}
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17. If f is R-S integrable and a is monotonic increasing function on [a, b] such that al is
also R-S integrable, then which of the following holds

-e CD Ja. Jafda=Jafda

D b. f;tda > r:fdal

c. S:tda<f:fdaJ
d. None of these
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18. If t is a function of bounded variation on [a, 0] and x E [a, b], then the total
variation function \l(I; a, x) is a, _

a. Monotonic decreasing function

Db. Monotonic increasing function
c. Step function
d. Constant function
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19. Let Pi. and P1 be two partitions of [a,. b] and p' is their common refinement, then

which of the following will hold
a. p' =P1 npz

Db. p. =P1 UP2

c. p' = Pl +~
d. p' = P1 - Pz

20. If f and a are bounded functions on [a., b] and a is a monotonic increasing function
on [a, b], then

a. .I~fda = tn[U(P,[,a)
b ·bD . Ja [da = supL(P, t. a)

c. .r:fda=ucp,f,a)

d. f:t d« = ur.t.«,

) The paper contains twenty (20) / ten (10) questions.

) The student shall write the answer in the box where it is provided.

) The student shall not overwrite / erase any answer and no mnrk shall be given for

such act.

) Hand over the question paper cum answer sheet (Objective) within the allotted time

(20 minutes /10 minutes) to the invigilator.
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